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ABSTRACT
Space robotics missions are subjected to hard challenges
on deployment time and the higher the level of autonomy
the larger the magnitude of these difficulties. Its final behavior is always dependent of the current states of the
environment and of the system itself. In order to provide the required level of reliability, accurate predictions
of these behaviors is mandatory for planning. This document proposes an approach based on the use of complex
simulations involving the models of the environment, of
the robot and of the whole control software as a tool to
provide this predictions and improve the available planners without modifying them internally. The approach
pursues affecting the planner’s behavior through different external means (e.g. modification of it inputs, parameter adaptation) so that it will produce more reliable
solutions. An application for improving the efficiency of
a naive planner aiming to solve a salesman travel mission
scenario is presented. The connections between the different locations to visit are assumed by the planner to be
connected but the final scenario and the navigation limitations of the robot do not allow the traverse of all the
paths. Through a simulation based on an aerial image the
valid paths are found and a plan is generated which is not
leading to a failure state.
Key words: On-Board Simulation, Internal Simulator,
Planning, Autonomy, Space Robotics, Validation, Forward Models.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Space exploration demands robotic systems that perform
reliably and autonomously complex missions in unstructured environments (e.g. exploration of caves in Mars).
As the demands on autonomy increase, the complexity
of the software that control the robot does so, as well as
the physical complexity of the system. The combination
of these three factors: Behavioral, dynamical and environmental complexity pose a hard challenge when aiming for a reliable and intelligent system. A key factor for

achieving operational safety is the capacity of the system to predict with realism the outcomes of its actions. It
is here proposed an approach in this direction based on
highly complex physical simulations in which it is pursued to reproduce the whole system’s behaviors mirroring as much as possible its real execution.
The concept of the Internal Simulator is present in cognitive science theories to explain high level cognitive activity (thinking)[Bar99, Hes12] . These theories have inspired robotics research where theories about imagination functions are proved functional[MH09] and useful.
On the other hand, Artificial Intelligence literature exists in which learning from an internal model and not
only from reality enhances efficiency [SB12] and applications of the same principle have been proposed in the
manipulation field [Mel88]. Some examples already exist
where on-board simulations are used in complex robotics
simulations of space missions [RmGA+ 14]. Though,
in the literature real missions applications with complex
robots are scarce. More applications are envisioned in our
group, mainly related to in operational safety and autonomy. Two crucial aspects in space missions because communications might be impossible for long periods and error costs are very high.
An experiment aimed to point out is the capacity of the
Internal Simulator to improve available modules without
the need of human intervention is presented. In particular, the experiment shows two features that an Internal
Simulator can be useful for: efficiency enhancement and
design limitations overcoming.
In the experiment, a planner of a simulated robot will enhance its efficiency in solving a salesman problem with
non traversable paths. Initially, these non traversable
paths are assumed traversable by the planner and thus
proposed as valid solutions that fail at execution. The Internal Simulator will use additional knowledge of the environment (a 2D overhead image of the area) to generate
and execute simulations of parts of the mission. Detecting in advance the failures and avoiding them (see [VZ06]
for a similar experiment). Furthermore, the knowledge
obtained from the simulation will be integrated in a structured representation that will be integrated along the original planner. Eventually, it will not be necessary to simu-

late in order to determine whether a path is traversable or
not.
Thanks to the advances in computer science and engineering it is now feasible to integrate complex simulators
in the control software architectures of robotic systems.
Meanwhile, the physics simulation engines and the simulation models are increasingly efficient and realistic. For
instance, models for terramechanics simulation is an active research area in the field of space robotics. In this
work, it is aimed to study the applications that an onboard simulator can have in space missions performed by
robotic systems. Reliability, efficiency and autonomy enhancement are some of the envisioned uses.
In Section 2 the ideas on how to integrate the tool in the
robotic controller are explained in detail. In Section 3
an illustrative experiment is presented in which a robotic
system enhances its chances to success on a navigation
mission thanks to the Internal Simulator. Finally Section
4 summarizes the most important ideas and explains the
next research objectives.

2.

PROPOSED APPROACH

For introducing the concepts a first brief look on the cognitive paradigm in which the Internal Simulator is introduced from a functional point of view is presented. Then
in the Second part of this section a more close to robotics
engineering vision of the approach is provided.

2.1.
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Figure 1: The Levels of Behavior Model is chosen as
the architectural paradigm upon which the modules of the
robotic system are presented. In this figure, the area outside the circle represents the environment.
behaviors). Thus, the space for possible failures in execution time becomes large. On the other hand, simulations can represent the reality and the robot itself with
its all complete behavior accurately but its computational
cost and the high dimensionality of the space of search
makes its use inefficient for planning. The Internal Simulator that is envisioned pursues to get the best from both
elements by validating the plans and performing only expensive simulations in the cases where the plan success is
not guaranteed.

Cognition and the Internal Simulator
2.2.

The Internal Simulator is a high level tool, which can perform different tasks. In general, it brings robustness and
safeness to the system but it can also provide a tool for
learning new behaviors. Following the Levels of Behavior model of cognition [KRS+ 12] (Figure 1), the Internal
Simulator takes the highest position, here the challenge
is to detect failures and limitations in the plans and the
models, explain them and apply this knowledge to improve the system.
The cognitive hypothesis is that some intelligent behavior is performed automatically, when for instance the task
is repetitive or known. But to achieve some tasks an expansion of this automatic thinking is often required and
there is where the Internal Simulator as highest cognitive feature is used. Its task is to simulate acting, consequences and furthermore learn to predict and adapt with
this knowledge the automatic thinking.
This idea is being brought to the field of space robotics.
The planners and models that the system uses for performing a task must reduce the complexity of the space
of search (i.e. the environment model) to a computably
feasible one. Furthermore, they may not account with
the whole interaction of other components (e.g. reactive

Modular Robotics and the Internal Simulator

The Internal Simulator is therefore closely related to the
Planners, the Models and finally to the Environment representation. This last component includes more information than those present in the Models about the environment and the system itself but it would be impossible to
account with it all for real time planning in general. On
the other hand, when a limitation on the system is detected some solution might be possible if the information
included in this environment were taken into account.
An Internal Simulator can affect the behavior of a planner
in several ways. Here we present an example in which by
changing the order of the goals, it is achieved the generation of valid solutions. Other manners in which an Internal Simulator could affect the planner is by modifying its
policies or by introducing non existing elements in the environment representation so that the generated models for
planning encode this artificial information (e.g. [CM09]).
For an Internal Simulator to provide useful results four
main requirements are identified:
• Generative: Capability to generate, from the exist-

ing information about the environment a simulation
environment.
• Executive: Capability to execute, based on the particular constraints of the mission to be validated, the
necessary simulations.
• Adaptive: Capability to alter the existing software
so that the information from the simulation can be
integrated in the execution loop.
• Supervisory: Capability to supervise the execution
of the mission either in real world and in simulation
to enable the detection of failures and successes,
Given these requirements the Internal Simulator provides
the tools to detect the regions in the space of possible
solutions generated by the running components which either for limitations on the software side or hardware limitations will not produce the desired results.
• Software that attempts solutions which can not be
physically executed.
• Software that attempts solutions which are not desired by the designer.
• Software and hardware that generate an undesired
behavior.
• Hardware features that are not exploited by the software and that are not desired.
• Hardware features that are not exploited by the software and that are desirable.

3.

EXPERIMENTS

The experimental results here presented were implemented using the Rock, the Robot Construction Kit[Roc]
and the simulation environment Mars [Mar]. Rock is a
framework for programming and controlling robotic systems. It is based on the principle of having modular components (i.e. tasks), each with an specific function that
are connected through ports. Mars is an application for
simulating robots and the environment where they are inmersed, it is integrated in the Rock framework but can
also be used independently. Mars internally uses Open
Dynamics Engine [ODE] for computing the physical interaction between the components of the simulation.
To exemplify the potential capabilities of the approach, a
case of the classical salesman problem is presented. The
robot has the mission to visit certain positions of an unexplored area, of which aerial imagery is available.

Figure 2: The experiment was performed with two robots
of different morphologies. In the picture the real and its
correspondent simulation are shown.
3.1.

Robotic Systems

The experiments were performed with two simulated
robots. Both robots are equipped with a laser sensor for
environment perception. Crex robot is a 6 legs robots designed for negotiating complicated surfaces such as caves
and crater surfaces. The Asguard robot has a combination of wheels and legs, that are more energy efficient
than legs and allows the traverse on more unstructured
surfaces than wheels (e.g. rocks surface).
The components that enable the robot to perform the
navigation task are depicted in the diagram in Figure 3.
The localization is performed in this experiment based
on odometry. There is no slam algorithm or global model
of the environment. The perception of the environments
is based on the data provided by a tilting laser sensor located at the front part of each robots. The sensor produces a pointcloud from which a local traversability map
is built. This map is then converted to a grid upon which
the local planner plans a trajectory avoiding the obstacles. The local trajectory pursues to follow the global
orientation which is a straight vector between the current
position and the target position.
The environment representation module uses data from
different sensors such as laser sensors and inertial measurement units to generate a model of the environment.
This module also incorporates the geo-referenced aerial
image. The environment representation is used by different tasks that generate models in which the planning algorithms search for action chains in order to arrive to the
goal state. Furthermore, the Environment Representation
module includes external information about the environment where the mission will be performed. For this case
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Figure 3: Modules that control the navigation of the
robots. The Internal Simulator uses the Environment
Representation to generate the simulation environment.
The Internal Simulator overrides the goals input to the
global planner. In this way, only validated outputs will be
generated.

(a) ASGUARD arrives to a Dead End Corridor. The Figure in the low
right part shows in green where the robot can plan to navigate. The
planner cannot find any trajectory towards the goal (yellow dot).

a post processed aerial image is available from which a
simulation can be generated (see Figure 4).

(b) CREX falls when walking down from a too high obstacle.

(a) Possible post processed aerial
image of the deployment scenario. The stars represent the positions to visit. The circled one is
the start position. The gray areas
correspond to heightmaps.

(b) Automatically generated
simulation scene. In Mars[? ]
this 3D object is used as terrain
object.

Figure 4: From the available information about the environment, the Internal Simulator should generate a realistic as possible simulation.

3.2.

Problem Description

The goals are provided to the global planner which determines using a global model the global path to follow. The
limitation that is proposed here to overcome with the Internal Simulator is one of the global model. This task assumes that all paths are traversable but reality is different.
The system can get stuck in certain regions due to characteristics of the environment not accounted in the design
of the model. In this particularly simplified case the most
repeated failures is that the robot arrives to a local minimum (dead end in the straight trajectory between two
points). Nevertheless other cases of failure have taken
place due to a not enough fine parametrization of some of
all the tasks (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Two cases of failure. The first was caused by
limited environment model (5a). The second one due to
bad parametrization of the navigation components (5b).

3.3.

Proposed Solution

The solution using the Internal Simulator is as follows.
First, all the potentially valid connections (paths) are simulated in both directions. This has to be done in both
directions because the failure might only occur when going from state i to j but not in the transition from j to
i. The Internal Simulator then executes a simulation of
the navigation of each path. The simulation is evaluated
and a cost for each path ci,j is assigned based on a cost
function Φ
ci,j = Φ(Σ(i, j)) | i 6= j and i, j ∈ S

(1)

Where S is the set of states or in this case the subgoals,
ci,j the cost of going from state i to j. Σ(i, j) is the simulation of the execution of the transition from state i to
j and Φ, the function that evaluates the cost of the simulated execution. For simplicity, the cost can be set to
infinity for the plans which failed in simulation and to 1
for those which succeeded.


Φ=

1
∞

if success
otherwise

-16, 15

(2)
9

Once all the simulations have been performed and evaluated, a Validation Graph G(S, C) is built. Where the
directed edges are denoted by

8

2.5, 15

3

(3)

and the vertices correspond with S the states.
This graph can be used to find a validated solution using
a graph search algorithm. The solution is then executed.
In the generated Validation Graph, the nodes represent
the different initial and final points of a path (i.e. initial
and final states of the proposed plan). Each directed edge
encodes the cost of executing that particular path. The resulting graphs after removing the edges with infinite cost
are directed graphs. In particular the graphs may contain
parts connected only with only one edge (i.e. either leaving or arriving to them is impossible) and unconnected
components (i.e. unaccessible from other components)
In Figure 6 the graphs resulting from running the experiments with both robots are presented. In both graphs
there is an unconnected node (16, 9). This is because no
execution was able to neither reach the subgoal from another subgoal nor get from that node to any other. Assuming that the start position is (7, 4.5), Asguard for robot it
is possible to visit all the subgoals with exception of the
one that correspond to the unconnected node. In the case
of Crex, two more states (i.e. subgoals) are unreachable
from the initial position. Those states are only connected
through an incoming path to the symmetric component
where the initial state is.
A comparison of the system with and without the Internal Simulator would show how, in this experiment the
robot would enter a failure state. One of the goals (16,
-9) is neither reachable from any of the other goal nor the
initial position. Thus, a global planner which assumes
that every two goals are reachable will fail in this specific
mission (independently of the policy of search). Furthermore, the failure could be critical because some of the
paths proposed will likely make the robot fall. The solution using the Internal Simulator will neither reach to all
the goals, but those paths which were found to generate
a failure in simulation won’t be executed increasing the
chances of reaching more goals.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In space robotics robustness while performing autonomous missions is a crucial and hard problem. The
systems are deployed in an environment where they are
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robot CREX.

Figure 6: The Internal Simulator executes the plan generated between every two subgoals in both directions to
find out with paths are valid. The results are stored in a
directed graph. The numbers on the edges indicate validated solutions for the mission.
expected to work for long periods of time without maintenance. Ideally, the system would adapt its software to
the current physical reality and overcome previously unknown design limitations. Autonomous adaptations, unknown environments and changes in the physical robot
are potential sources of failures at execution time in space
missions. Validation of the system behavior in an Onboard simulation before execution is proposed to minimize these problems.
The Internal Simulator will operate in close relation with
the planners, the environment representation and robot
representation. Using this information to pursue to predict where failures might occur. The challenges for an
effective Internal Simulator can be summarized into generative (i.e. realistic simulations production), evaluative
(i.e. performance supervision), executive (i.e. computational and time constraints) and adaptive (i.e. integrating
knowledge from the simulation). The Internal Simulator is conceptually general enough to work with different
planners and in different time ranges ( Prediction Horizons in [RmGA+ 14]).
A simulation of an exploration mission is presented as
conceptual experiment to show the potential of the Internal Simulator. The robot must reach a set of goal points
given its 2D position in a non visited area. The system
has a serious limitation when attempting to execute the
mission: no global map is built. The global map only
contains the positions of the goals and the current position of the robot and only the robot position updates on
execution. This map is used to generate straight trajectories towards the subgoals under the assumption that they
will be traversable. This assumption is often wrong and
the robot fails in execution time.
Assuming available a post processed aerial image of the

surface, it is presented how an Internal Simulator would
improve the behavior of the system. In the proposed solution, the final path through as many as possible subgoals
has to be obtained from a directed graph, which encodes
which sub plans have been validated by the Internal Simulator (Validation Graph).
This structure represents known states for the Internal
Simulator of the planner and whether its transition is actually prune to fail. The structure is then analyzed, in this
particular case to go generate a plan that passes through
as many nodes as possible as efficiently as possible. This
same structure could also be used for different tasks (e.g.
get to certain position as fast as possible). Furthermore,
it is appropriate to be used with any state based planner
The experiment aims to emphasize that an Internal Simulator to improve the behavior of an state based planner without modifying it by exploiting information of the
environment representation not accounted, analyzing the
executive features of the whole system (e.g. detect that
some transitions might fail due to inaccurate parametrization of subtasks)
In future works it is intended to improve the generative
capabilities of the Internal Simulator so that realistic simulations are generated automatically from the environmental knowledge available and using the experiences of
the robots. The Internal Simulator will be tested with different real robots in scenarios that resemble challenges of
extraterrestrial missions (e.g. lava tubes). It is also envisioned the use with other types of planners (e.g. manipulation) or even combinations of various (e.g. navigate
and grasp).
It is envisioned a future were robots will be able to test
themselves and discover new strategies and behaviors
while reassuring the success of the missions.
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